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Global CO2 emissions Billions tonnes per year

To limit warming to safe levels in line with the Paris Agreement, we need three things: 
1) halve emissions by 2030
2) net-zero emissions by 2050
3) net-negative emissions after 2050 with up to 5-20bn tonnes CO2 removed per year
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Why reduce AND remove?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
To achieve Paris Agreement goals, we need three things: �1) halve emissions by 2030�2) net-zero emissions by 2050�3) net-negative emissions after 2050 Despite unprecedented reduction efforts (currently we keep going up, not down!), we will never reach zero emissions. Global (gross) emissions are expected to stay positive (dark blue area) throughout the century.  So we need to add negative emissions (pale blue area) to stay on the red net-emissions path. And that area needs to start growing immediately, we cannot wait till the net-zero target year in 2050The big importance of negative emissions is evident after 2050, when every year up to half of current global emissions need to be removed [maybe refer agein to oil-&-gas industry analogue]Because negative emissions, or carbon removal serve three distinct purposes:1) balance hard-to-abate, residual emisisons2) reverse our overshoot historic emissions3) balance the increasing amount of Earth’s own emissions. [that cannot easily be allocated to a single emitter, e.g. emissions from wildfires] The world needs carbon removal on top, not instead of, emission reductions.Every company should plan for this need; have a carbon removal strategyBackground:Carbon removal serve at least three distinct purposes in enabling climate action:Compensating for hard-to-reduce emissions – Some emissions are diffuse or very difficult to eliminate. Removals can compensate for these until technological, political, and economic conditions allow for their absolute decarbonisation. However, such removals must not compromise progress on absolute decarbonisation or deter more ambitious action in the short term. Which emissions are considered “hard-to-reduce”, and therefore appropriate to compensate for with removals, must be constantly reassessed;Compensate for the Earth’s own emissions resulting from climate change itself – Removals can also counteract increased emissions from the biosphere itself which result directly from our having warmed the planet, but which are difficult to attribute to any specific actors;Tackling the buildup of emissions in the atmosphere – Removals also allow those parties who have made the biggest contribution to the carbon buildup to address their legacy of contributing to warming. This point is particularly important, as we are starting late and have to both stop present day emissions and reduce the stock of carbon we have built up in the atmosphere. Once global net zero emissions has been achieved, ongoing global net negative emissions would have the effect of reducing CO2 in the atmosphere, cooling the planet and moving us back toward a preindustrial state.
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Negative emissions = capturing CO2 from air and storing it permanently
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
negative emissions emissions are “produced” by capturing CO2 from the air and storing it permanently.aka carbon removalthere are different capture solutions and different storage soluitons, spanning from nature-based to engineered or technological solutions.*stop here, no more detail on individual solutions, refer to lit*
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Nature-based removals are ready to use,
but quality is key

Understanding removals

“High-quality removals”
=

• high durability
• high scalability
• high co-benefits

Nature-based

Co-benefits if done sustainably

Technological

Readiness/affordability today

Durability of storage

Scalability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nature-based: plants do the capture job through photosynthesis and the biomass itself is the carbon store [refer to the small illustration]Technological solutions deploy engineering tools to capture or store the CO2, storage usually in the deep underground or a small portion can also be stored in long-lived products. The two approaches have pros and cons,Nature-based are ready to use, but they have a problem with the permanence of storage – think of wildfires – and they can cause more harm than good to nature and humans if done in a non-sustainable way [push out indigenous people to ‘grow’ more forest, plant monoculture foreign tree species instead of the original Tech-solutions are more durable, they can even turn CO2 into stone. But they need a lot of clean energy and development, therefore they cost a lot today.  Background:Readiness and affordability: NBS below $100/tonne, technological up to several $100s/tonnePermanence: risk of storage reversal, particularly for NBS where climate change itself exacerbates this risk. Geological stores are not risk free but generally much more durable.Scalability: Climate Science predicts a cumulative need of up to 1000Bn tonnes of negative emissions by 2100, NBS can cover roughly 20% of that need.Co-benefits: NBS if done right and sustainably come with co-beneifts such as improved livelihood, soil health, biodiversity increase/protection, climate change resilience etc. Apart from job creation and re-use of some infrastructure from oil&gas (instead of writing them off prematurely), not much co-benefits from DACS
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However, nature-based solutions will not do the job alone
Technological solutions are needed for a stable climate over the long-run
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
NBS can scale quickly, but will run out of land and become more costly over time.�Early engagement in technological solutions drives down their cost, triggers a timely scale up, required to fill the NBS-gap later.Together, NBS and tech removals potential can deliver what is required for 1.5°C over the long run 
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Reduce, reduce, reduce!1

Ramp up removals, no freeriding!2

Help others to reduce as well3

How can companies use removals credibly?
“Net-zero” means focus on reductions and ramp up removals. On top, help others 

Source of figure: Adapted from Science-Based Target Initiative’s 
upcoming global standard on corporate net-zero targets
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Committing to net-zero means focusing on reductions and ramping up removals. On top, companies can support others to reduce their emissions as well.1) Set a science-based/Paris-aligned reduction path with interim targets2) Set a separate removal path and balance all residual emissions in the net-zero target year, e.g. via carbon removal certificates 	waiting and hoping for prices to come down is not ‘climate leadership’, no freeriding3) Compensate beyond value chain by funding solutions that benefit climate, people, and nature, e.g. via carbon avoidance certificatesAnd here you can see the difference between the new type of removal certificate and the conventional offset. a removal balances your emissions and you can claim net-zero. An offset [or carbon avoidance certificate] pays others to reduce their emissions, but your own is still in the air. Companies doing that usually – and arguably a bit confusingly - call themselves “climate neutral”If you are already compensating emissions with carbon offsets, keep doing that! Gradually replace the offsets with removals. Claim: “climate neutral in transition to net-zero”
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How can companies use removals smartly? 
Concerted action and a balanced mix today prevent high price in the future 

Role of corporates

Bulk removal 
need from NBS

at $0-30/t

techn. solutions

Illustrative removal mix in

$100-800/t

This mix can keep 
average removal price well below $100/t

2021

Bulk need from 
techn. removals

at $50-200/t

Illustrative removal mix after

…we prevent a price rise 
and keep average removal price to ca. $100/t

2050

NBS
$10-75/tIf we act 

together now …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If we don’t act now by driving that balanced mix of NBS and tech-removals, NBS will deplete faster and tech removals remain costly  results in higher average removal cost for all in the future!the question today:- for NBS  How to source NBS of high-quality?- for tech  How to access tech. removals? This is where the Carbon Removal Action Group has put their focusBut before coming to the output of their work, let me summarize
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To limit global warming to safe levels, we shall…  

Summary and Call for Action

1

The Action Group prepared a short
Procurement Guide for high-quality NBS

based on current best-practice1

1) In collaboration with WEF Natural Climate Solutions Alliance and WBCSD

The Action Group recommends technological 
removals via a

carbon removals purchase facility

2

Use nature-based solutions in its own right,                                                      
observing strict quality criteria,

… use a part of your removal budget for 
technological solutions already now.and

…reduce, reduce, reduce  - and
…remove the rest to tackle the unavoided, overshoot, and Earth’s own emissions.

Let’s act now Let’s act together

The Group worked to facilitate access to impactful carbon removals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Read the slide [reinforce the main message of our narrative]Call for action – use NBS Guide once published and engage in a carbon removals purchase facility (a buyers club)
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